# Asians Institute of Technology, Tonk
## Time Table for B.Tech. IV Semester (Main/Back) I Mid Term Examination 2015-16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day/Date</th>
<th>II-Shift (10:30 to 11:30 AM)</th>
<th>IV-Shift (2:00 to 3:00 PM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Tuesday 29/03/2016** | CE: Strength of Materials-II (4CE1A)  
                         | CS: Microprocessors and Interfaces (4CS1A)  
                         | EE: Analog Electronics (4EE1A)  
                         | EC: Analog Electronics (4EC1A)  
                         | ME: Kinematics of Machines (4ME1A)  
                         | CE: Concrete Technology (4CE2A)  
                         | CS: Discrete Mathematical Structures (4CS2A)  
                         | EE: Circuit Analysis II (4EE2A)  
                         | EC: Random Variables & Stochastic Processes (4EC2A)  
                         | ME: Fluid Mechanics (4ME2A) |
| **Wednesday 30/03/2016** | CE: Hydraulics & Hydraulic Machines (4CE3A)  
                         | CS: Statistics and Probability Theory (4CS3A)  
                         | EE: Electrical Measurements (4EE3A)  
                         | EC: Electronic Measurement & Instrumentation (4EC3A)  
                         | ME: Machining & Machine Tools (4ME3A)  
                         | CE: Surveying-I (4CE4A)  
                         | CS: Software Engineering (4CS4A)  
                         | EE: Generation of Electrical Power (4EE4A)  
                         | EC: Electromagnetic Field Theory (4EC4A)  
                         | ME: Design of Machine Elements - I (4ME4A) |
| **Thursday 31/03/2016** | CE: Building Planning (4CE5A)  
                         | CS: Principles of Communication (4CS5A)  
                         | EE: Electrical Machines-II (4EE5A)  
                         | EC: Optimization Techniques (4EC5A)  
                         | ME: Industrial Engineering (4ME5A)  
                         | CE: Quantity Surveying & Valuation (4CE6A)  
                         | CS: Principles of Programming Languages (4CS6A)  
                         | EE: Advanced Engineering Mathematics-II (4EE6A)  
                         | EC: Advanced Engineering Mathematics-II (4EC6A)  
                         | ME: I.C. Engines (4ME6A) |
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